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I IHIBODUCOIIOB.
The usual type of telephone repeating coil consists es-
sentially of two separate coils of insulated wire wound upon
an iron core. One of these coils, called the primary, re-
ceives energy from one circuit and the other, called the
secondary, delivers energy to a second circuit. This type
of repeating coil depends for its action upon the magnetiz-
ing effect of the primary current upon the iron core. It
may be stated that repeating coils for local communication
have "been developed to a high state of perfection but for
long distance telephone transmission, saj of from 500 to 4000
miles, there seems to be room for improvement.
It has been said that, in general, any important change
in design or type must be justified by commercial or engineer
ing considerations, such as lower cost, greater economy, or
improved performance. iVith these things in mind the desig:
of a coil without iron was undertaken. The obiect of this
investigation was to ascertain by experiment wliether or not tl
non-ferric re^ eating ceil could be made commercia.il;; superior
to the regular type.
function of repeating coils.
The chief function of repeating coils is to keep the dif
ferent sections of telephone lines physically separate. Sucl
circuits provide a means by which three conversations ma.y be

carried on c,t the same time over two pairs of wires. i'he
third conversation is made possible by use of what is known as
the phantom circuit. xhis circuit is obtained by connecting
the leads from the third telephone to the mid-points of the re-
peating coils in the metallic circuit, as shown in #ig# 1,
thereby using the two wires of each metallic circuit as one side
of the phantom. Such a phantom circuit is in operation on
the trp.ns continental line between 1,'ew York and San Frans Cisco
.
Fig,'. 1 9
In addition to the three conversations it is possible to
send simultaneously and without interference as many as eight
telegraph messages. Such a puadruplex system is used be-
tween Hew York and Chicago.
She repeating coil also makes possible the use of the
common battery system.
Discussion of regular type.
Repeating coils may be divided into two classes, the ring
•."--rough coil which repeats both ringing and talking currents,

3and the talk-through coil which repeats voice currents only.
It has bean found that ring-through ceils, in order to transmit
the energy of the low frequency ringing currents, require a
large amount of iron. In the talk-through coils iron is also
used but the amount ie much less, the reason being that the talk-
ing efficiency of coils with large iron cores ie low.
The presence of iron in repeating coils is objectionable
for the following reasons: first, energy Is dissipated in the
core by hysteresis and eddy current losses and thus the efficien-
cy is reduced; second, the wave is distorted due to the cyclical
variation of the permeability and the reaction of the eddy flux.
The iron being situated in a magnetic field of rapidly vary-
ing value, it is evident that energy is consumed in reversing
the magnetism twice in each cycle and also by the eddy current
losses
.
Even more harmful than this loss of energy is wave distortio
2he rise and fall of current is modified by the magnetic effect
of eddy currents, and tne effect of hysteresis in the core is to
distort the wave still further. the overtones or harmonics
which give character to the voice and by which one is able to
recognize a friend speaking over the telephone, are modified and
the quality of the received tones are impaired by this distortion
Dr. lupin in discussing his famous telephone loading coil
Biade the following statement:
"It should be observed here as a warning that unless in-
ductance coils with iron cores are constructed in such a way as
to keep down the magnetization, hysteresis, Poucault current
losses and the distortion of the current by varying value of

m ^netic permeability at each cyole of magnetization will work
M.sast/rously»" xhe point is that Dr. Pupin recognized dis-
tortion as a possibility although apparently he did not inves-
tigate the matter further.
Mr. L. C. Helwig, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, in dis-
cussing the results of some rather elaborate experiments on re -
peating coils of the regular type with the core removed and
divider" into four equal parts sc that 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, or all of
it might be used, hae the following to say:
"The great discrepancies between the current values at any
time obtained from the theoretical equation, and those obtained
from the oscillograph curves, can only be explained on the
theory that the iron cere itself was acting as a relatively good
conducting secondary circuit.
'\From a study of these curves, I am convinced that the
value and effect of the eddy currents produced in the iron wire
core, are very much greater than is generally supposed, and that
their effect upon the secondary current wave form in the tele-
phone transformer should not "be negic cted. ::
Iron dees net increase the permeability sufficiently to
justify its use. h.e engineer, who is accustomed to cealing
with high magnetic saturation say of from 6CC0 to 15 000 lines
per square centimeter, where fL may be as high as 5000, is likely
to overestimate the value of iron as a means of increasing the
flux. xrofesscr Swing in his booh on "1": ^v.etic Inr notion in
Iron and Other Metalfi" (_p_es lis and 128) states that for ex-
tremely weak magnetising forces the value of jx maj fall below 100.
A fev, examples showing the actual value of p. in the case of

5iron-cored coils used for telephone purposes may "be of interest.
In one of Dr. Putin's loading coils, where 80 feet of Ho. 12
wire was wound in two layers of 48 turns each as shown in Fig* 2,
the inductance obtained, according to Dr. lupin, was 0.042 henries.
Prom the inductance chart, page 47, of the Brooks and Turner
bulletin it is found that from the same wire C. 00075 henries
could have been obtained without the use of iron, provided it
had been wound into the prescribed shape for maximum inductance.
In other words, this is equivalent to an effective permeability
of 56. In another coil of 1600 feet of l;o. 6 wire wit]: an iron
core the inductance is 0.2 henries. The same wire wound into
prescribed shape for maximum inductance gives 0.062, or an e^ui-
v?lent permeability of only 5. Western hlectric 254-A repeating
coil, in which 1000 feet of ho. 26 wire is used in each winding,
has an inductance of approximately 0.75 henries. An inductance
of 0»1^ henries could have been obtained without the use of iron.
Thus it is seen that the equivalent permeability is only 6.25.
If it is necessary to keep down the magnet izat ion, as Dr.
Pupin has suggested, the very object for which the iron is used
is defeated.
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II JHB DESIGI:.
Prom the discussion which has preceded it would evidently
be advantageous to eliminate the core loss and wave distortion.
The best way to accomplish this result, and the method here pro-
posed, is to design 8 coil without iron.
Since it is the object of these coils to transfer energy
from one circuit to another it is desirable to make the inductance
large -/.nd the resistance small, for with a given frequency, the
relative positions of the primary and second;
r
t remaining the same,
the magnetic field should be strong and the dissipating factor
low. The foregoing principle was used in this design.
In conformity with general practice the primary and secondary
had the same number of turns. The weight of the repeating coil
was kept within reasonable limits. ho changes whatever in the
subscriber's station were contemplated.
Since the calculations involved were those applying to
coils without iron, in 7/hich the inductance is a function of
the shape of the coil, reference is here made to the University
of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station bulletin -To. 53 on
"Inductance of Coils" by Professor Morgan Brooks and the writer
of this thesis.
In the bulletin referred to it was shown that, regardless
of the size of the conductor, the shape or relative dimensions
of the coil for producing the maximum inductance from a given

Fig. 3.
Reieren.ce is mafe to equation 17, p&ge 27 of the above-
mentioned "bulletin, which for convenience is given here.
Lm = (0.609 x 1C"
9
x Cm
5/5
) / D^5 (l)
where 1^ is the maximum inductance in henries, and where Cm,
the length of the conduct or, and I),the overall diameter of the
wire, including the insulation, are expressed in centimeters.
It will "be ohservec that the maximum inductance is dependent upon
the ratio of length to outside diameter of the conductor, and in-
cle: endent of weight so long as this ratio is constant.

8According to the fundamental principle previously given the
inductance of the primary and secondary windings must be large
in comparison with their respective resistances. Since the
resistance of a given size of wire varies directly with the length
and the inductance varies as the 5/3 power it is evident that the
ratio of inductance to resistance varies as the 2/5 power of the
length. In ether words it y&s necessary to use a considerable
length of wire in order to make this ratio large.
The usual form of the equation for resistance is
R = (10.6 x 1) / a?,
.here 1 is the length of the conductor in feet, and d is the
diameter of the bare wire in mils (0.001 inch).
If 1 and. d are changed to centimeters
10.8 (Cm/SO. 4:6)
r = _ _
(1000 d)*- / 6.45
= -.266 x 10"° x Cm/ d^ (2)
The ratio of I to E is obtained as follows:
. _
-9 5/3 . . 2/3
1 (0.609 x 10 x Cm ) / I)
R (2.286 x 10" 6 x Cm) / d^
= 2.665 x 10~ & ®m ' f £ ' (3)
Here the ratio of inductance to resistance is given in terms
of the dimensions of the wire used.
The power factor of the coil in this case may be expressed
as the cos tm -1 fl/R) or the cos tan"1 (2rrfL/R).

For voice currents 2,rcf is usually taken as 5000. This
mean value may "be obtained exp"eriaen1;ally "by Haupt fs method.
As shown in Fig. 4 a resistance is connected in shunt with the
telephone and gradually increased until the signals are just
audible. A condenser is then put in place of the resistance
6* >i. R Tel.6
fig, 4.
and its capacity, varied until the signals are again just audible.
He assumes that the irr edance of the shunt pafh is the same in
the two cases. Therefore R is equal to 1/ZirfC from which f
may be determined.
X/R = 5000 L/R = 1.33 d2 Cm2^ / D2 ^5 . (4)
For the benefit of those who prefer the English system of
units these equations will be given expressing the length of the
conductor, It, in feet and the diameter of the bare wire, d, and
the overall diameter, D, in inches.
Lb = 97.5 x 10"
9
x Ft
5/5
/ D"
/S
.
R = 10.8 x 10 -6 tnt/a .
l/R = 0.009 d^ F^l'° I E^ 5 .
(5)
(6)
(7)
X/R = 45.06 d^ l^l'3 I $PfZ ,
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For convenience of reference and to facilitate calculation
curves will be plotted showing the variation of 1, L/'2, and X/R
With length of conductor (see Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 pages 11, 12 f 13,
14), On logarithmic cross section paper the curves represent-
ing these equations become straight lines which are determined by
one point and the slope of .he line which is the exponent of the
variable
.
A sample calculation will be given showing how 1, R, L/R,
and X/R :.re outlined from epilations (5), (6), (7), and (6) for
10 Ov.C feet of ho. £0 enameled wire where d = 0.032 and D = 0.034
inches (see lahle I).
TABLE I.
Enamelled wire.
-.C . Ohms per d in D in rounds per Turns i'urns
1000 ft. in. in. 1000 feet per in. per sex.
14 2 . 52 0.064 0.067 12.66 l<r 222
1G 4.01 .051 .054 7.97 18 350
16 6.57 .040 .042 5.01 . 23 567
20 10.14 .032 .054 3.14 29 865
16 .12 .025 .028 1.97 36 1520
24 2o . 6o .020 .022 1.23 45 2060
26 40.75 .016 .016 .777 57 3260
~6 6*. 79 .015 ,014 .485 71 5100
30 103*00 .010 .012- .303 86 7830
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Log 1 = log 97.5 - 9 log 10 + 5/5 log 10000 - Zjo lor, .0
= 1.9661 - 9.0000 + 6.GG67 - 1,0210
= 0. 65c>8
L = 4.5 henries.
Log R = log 10.6 - 6 lor 10 + log 10000 - Z log 0.032
= 1.0334 - 6.0000 + 4.0000 - 5.0105
= .2.0-51
B = 105 ohms (this chechs with the value in tables).
Log (L/R) = log .009 + 2 log .032 + (2/5) log 10 000
- (2/5) log .054
= 5.9542 + 3.0105 + 2.6667 - 1.0-10
= 2". 6102
L/R = 0.041
Log (Z/R) = log 45.06 + 2 log .052 + (2/5) log 10 000
- (2/5) leg .054
= 1.6558 + 3.0105 + 2.6667 - I.t-lC
= 2.3096
X/R = 204.
Power factor = cos tan
-1 (X/R)
= cos 89° 45'
= approximately.
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As a first approximation it was assumed that a good
air-cored coil should have the resistance and inductance and
therefore the same power factor as a good iron-cored coil, say
the .. L. 25-A.
The object oi' this prelimin design was two-fold: first,
to determine whether the amount of copper recpuiredwas prohibitive;
second, to ascertain whether the performance of the coil justified
further refinements in design.
If the average inductance of Y/.L. 25-A is taken as 0.75
henries and the average copper resistance as 40 ohms per coil,
the ratio of reactance to resistance is 94, where 2Ttf = 5000.
Since inductance depends upon the compactness of the winding-
it is desirable to use thin insulation such as enamel.
_.vo coils of the prescribed shape for maximum inductance
might be plp.ced end to end to form the repeating coil or one
might be placed inside the other but in either case there would
be considerable leakage flux between the coils, as will be more
fully discussed later. The leakage flux oan be materially re-
duced by winding the primary and the secondary at the same time
so that they are contiguous throughout their length as indicated
in Fig. :
, .
p^ge
Since the equations and the curves given apply accurately
only to closely wound coils of the prescribed shape for maximum
inductance allowance must be made in the value of X/R, on account
of the decrease oi inductance due to the spaced winding (see Fig.
9'. If instead of 94, 110 is used for X/R it will compensate
for this decrease and also make some allowance for imperfections
in winding.
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How "by referring to the curve sheet on page 14 it will be
seen that 1000 feet of Ho, 14, 1540 feet of Po. 16, 2500 feet of
SFo« IS, 6700 feet of Ho. 22, or 10 500 feet of Ho. 24 enameled
-wire Will give the required value of X/R. But Z/R = 110 is not
the only condition that must be fulfilled. R must not greatly
e::ceed 40 ohms and L must approximate 0.88 henries ( increased
from 0.75 on account of spaced winding). Table II gives values
of R and L for sizes, and lengths indicated which will malie Z/R =
110.
EABLE II.
_.o. Length .eight in Ohms per R Lm
in feet pounds 1000 ft.
14 lOuO 12.68 2.52 2.52 0.06
16 1540 12.30 4.01 6.20 .13
16 2500 12.50 6.37 15.90 .36
20 4000 12 . 5'6 10*14 40.06 .93
22 670C. 13 .20 16.12 108.00 2.54
£4 10500 12.90 25.63 256 .30 6.24
The results given under 1^ are the maximum values obtain-
able from sis© and length of Wire specified as taken from curves
on pages 11 and 12. 3These values will not be realized on
account of the spaced winding* It will be noted that in these
approximate values there is no appreciable difference in the
weight of wire required to produce the given value of Z/R, since
the increase? length of the smaller sizes compensates for the
greater weight per unit of the larger sizes.
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It is evident, therefore, that to meet approximatelj the
30nd.it ions specified, that is, R = 40, 1 = 0.88, and a/H = 110,
it wds leoessarj to Use 4000 feet of Ho* 20 enameled wire in
the primary and a like amount in the secondary.
The coil as wound had the following dimensions: radius core
1.7 J inches, thickness of wladlag 1*6 inches, length of winding
6 inches.
Che total weight of copper used was about 25 pounds. Thus
the amount of copper involved is not prohibitive and the cost
of manufacturing compares favorably with that of the regular
iron-cored repeating coil. The performance of the coil, which
will be more fully explained under IJBSTS, was very satisfactory*
Pin-l design.
From results obtained experimentally with the coil made
in accordance with the preliminary design it was believed .that
seme further refinement of design was worth while. In the
preliminary coil the primary and secondary, as individual coils,
were not wound in the most advantageous manner and in consequence
thereof more wire was used than otherwise would have been
necessary.
Instead of using the self-inductance of the coil as the
determining factor mutual inductance should be used, for it is
upon the rate of change of the mutual magnetic flux that the
transfer of energy from the primary to secondary depends. As-
suming that the coefficient of coupling, k<», for coils with iron
ccre
w
e . ual to 0-9 (see gogus), the mutual induct -nee maj be
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salculated as follows:
M = kil = 0.9 x 0.75 0.675 Henries*
Ihe conditions that must be Satisfied in this design are
M must be eftual to or greater than 0.675 henries,
L, the true inductance of each coil, must be equal to
or greater than 0.75 henries,
R must not exceed one-half the effective resistance
of 25-A Which is approximately 200 ohms.
The value of k used in these calculations was 0.75. It
as further assumed that the true inductance, L, of a ceil
wound as specified was 0.75 of the maximum inductance, L^, ob-
tainable from a given length of wire. Therefore, since the
required length of wire was taken from curves of maximum in-
ductance, L was increased accordingly in order to determine
the proper length of wire. The factor 0.75 which is onlj
approximate pay be obtained more accurately by use of equation 1,
Assuming that Cm = 1 and lm = 1 with the primary and secondarj^
in series, the inductance of primary or secondary alone may be
determined by substituting Cm = .5 in the equation other factors
remaining unchanged. Therefore half the length of wire wound
in the prescribed Shape has an inductance of .315. But since
inductance varies as the square of the number of turns occupying
a given space its value would be reduced to .25. .25/. 315 =.794
M = 1:1,
1 = K/h = 0.675/ 0.75 = 0.9 henries,
L = C. 75 3*_
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Lm = 0.9 / 0.75 = 1.2 henries,
X/R = 6000 L/H = 6000/H,
therefore X/R falls between 60 and 15Q,the higher value being
obtained when R = 40.
By referring to l^igs. 5 and 6 the lengths of wire, of the
various sires, are found that will give the required inductance
(Lm= 1.2 henries), and from Pig. 8 the corresponding values of
X/R. She resistance, R, anci the total weight of the primary
and secondary are calculated from data in Table I, page 10.
All of this information is tabulated in Table III.
Ho. Length R X/R '.eight of Iri. and
Sec. in ^cimds.
14 6000 15 400 152
16 5500 22 275 86
16 5000 32 187 50
20 4650 47 127 28
22 4300 69 87 17
24 5800 97 62 9.4
26 .5500 14
Obviously the conditions are satisfied by 4650 feet of IIo. 20^
4500 feet of I.o. 22, and 5800 feet of So. 24 wire. Tailing
into consideration the resistance, the ratio of X/R, and the
weight, it seemed best to use 4500 feet of lo. 22.
After having determined the size and length of wire the next
ju.es o ion was the prefer proportions for the winding. _he maximum

inductance is obtained from the relative proportions shown in
Fig. 3 "because the summation of mutual inductance "between turns,
for thie particular fZt. e, is a maximum. It was, therefore,
proposed to wind the repeating coil, consisting of primary and
secondary, so that the relative proportionswould he the same as
show! in I^i^. 9. It will be noted in the figure that the pri-
mary and secondary were each wound in two sections of nearly
equal lengths.
A-
J
m
i
.
f
R\r Core
Fig. 9.
3y this means the leakage flux was reduced to a minimum.
Since the selfiinductance is a maximum when the primary and
secondary i.re used as one coil the mutual inductance between the
two parts is also a maximum, which is the thing that is wanted.
By referring to rig. 18b, page CI, of the bulletin previously
mentioned, it will be found that for 8600 feet of I~o. 22 wire the
i -
6fi
radius of the cere should be 1.9 inches, the thickness of wind
ing 1.9 inches and the length 2.5 inches. These dimensions
were used in making the second or final coil.
The coils usee; in this investigation are shown in the
accord raying photographs. A is the preliminary coil, B
*
the final coil, and C the .V. E. 25-A.
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III EB8I8.
Since t:ie effective resistance of the regular type of tclo-
jphoiae repeating coils, at voice frequencies, is considerably
greater than the resistance to direct current it is evident that
this increase is cue to iron losses. It was suspected that an
appreciable ."part of this loss was due to hysteresis and for this
reason comparative tests were made on a number of ceils of dif-
ferent makefl and with different amounts of iron.
Ihe ballistic galvanometer, or step by step, method was used.
Due to the extremely low v -lues c: in- ...netiri-ic current , the
maximum of which was 0.9 mill i-amperes , it was necessary to use
an Ayrton shunt which was connected in as shown in Pig. 10.
obtained with the method used.
In the case of the ".V. B. 25-A it was possible to obtain only
four pointer the positive. and negative maximum and the residual

in the two directions. For the Stromberg-Carleon coil test
sixteen points were obtained.
B E I (milli-amp .
)
Deflections
30 149 0.91
X .00 128.5
50 -1*9 - .91 1-9.6
oc 00
. 00 128.5
so 149 .91 129.6
I.: :;ir.iui; u.iplit-.ic e of reflection 129.
Stromberg-Cari: on
1-6 • 0.768
*00 67.5 .524 101.5
oc 00.0 .000 241.9
400 -67.5 - .524 252.9
- 126.0 - .768 109.4
*00 - 87.5 - .524 101.5
OC 00. .000 2*6.0
400 87.5 • 524 252
.
8
126.0 .768 111.5
126.2 .770
1000 60.0 .366 177.1
oo 00.0
. 0000 167.1
10 GO -60.0 - .566 172.9
- 126.2
-.770 190.8
1000 -60.0
-.566 176.4
00. .000 166.0
1000 60. .566 172.1
126.2
.770 195.7
126.0
.768
2000 59.0 .258
OC 00. .000 no! 5
^coo -59.0
-.2^6 112.6
-126.0
-.768 250.5
2000 -39.0
-.258 251.7
oc 00.
. 000 109.5
2000 59.0 .258 111.9
126.0 .766 255.4

Maximum amplitude of deflection was 353.5. It will lie noted
that this curve was retraced three timej
;
the object being to {vet
a l?rge number of joints and at the same the same. time large de-
flections so that they could be read qiiite accurately. Similar
curves were taken on Dean and Kellogg coils. The hysteresis
loops for the 17.15. 25-A and the Stromberg-Carlson are given on
pages 26 and 27. These coils did not show., much hysteresis loss,
Xowever, the coil With the largest amount was the least efficient.
The general expression for the mutual inductance, M, between
two identical coils is hL, where ]: Is the coefficient of coupling.
The impedance method was .used in determining the coefficient of
ecu; ling between sections 1 and £, 3 and 4, (1,2) and (5 ,4 ) , for
the prelimin* rj coil. Anderson's method was lised in determin-
ing the coefficient of coupling between sections 1 and -2, 3 and
4 , 1 and 3 , 2 and 5, (1,5) and (2,4) for the. second or f in&i coil.
She result s are t abulated below •
relimi- r V Coil •
Section E 1 I ftid f R 1 M k
1 62.8 C. 652 96.5 64 25.3 . 231
2 62 .
8
• 6 50 96.6 64 25 .3 .251
3 6^.8 .765 o~ . o 64 22.7 .197
4 63 .0 .652 96.7 64 22.7 .254
1 iz 2 + 144 .3 .59c 363.5 63 50.6 .910 |
.225 .965
1 & 2 - 46.3 .906 51.0 65 50. 6 )
3^4 + 151.6 .400 55C. o 65 45.4 ft
.196 .915
3 & 4 - 46 .
5
.956 48.
6
65 45.4 043J
1|S a; 3 ,4+ 155.8 .III "1 etc 63 96.0 3.1
1,2 So 3,4- 65 .4 .527 194. 64 96. . i V .67 .77
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Stromberg-CarlBon

iPhe plus sign indicates that the coils are in the same direction
And the minus si£n indicates that they are opposed. The value
of M is found as follows: let Li and "L- be the inductance of
the two coils, M the mutual inductance, L* aid L M the inductances
of the two coils in series when the; are aiding -•.nd in opposition
reflectively, then
l f = Li + L2 + 2 M
B" • li 4 Ifi - UK
M = (L' - 1") / 4
As an example take the Last pair of readings.
I.I = (5.1 - .418) / 4 = .67 = I-TlJlT
i'in. 1 Coil.
Section Coil He s • r I
°mf L
1 1470 110 11 1000 1 .189
2 £6,4 1570 110 11 1000 » 1 .177
3 36.6 2660 110 11 1000 1 ^£333
4 38.6 2820 110 11 1000 1
| & & * 4120 160 16 1000 1 .741
1 £ 2 - C 160 16 1000 .5 .008
3 & 4 * 7420 160 16 1000 1 1.326
3 & 4 C 160 16 1000 .5 .008
1 & 3 4620 160 16 1000 1 . 828
I & 4 4620 160 16 1000 1 .828
(1,3) & (2,4) + 12450 240 24 1000 1 3.309
(1,5) & (2,4) - 240 1000 .5 .012
£Txnu 3?
"
1/ ie '{1,3 ) and tJ ie se c c :<:cLary is l<2 ,4 )
i:
.184-
.5^9
• loo
.1495
.824
1-
.95
,61
.6
1-
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The inductance in this crse may "be found by substituting
the proper values in
i = c ( t{ ,+ s ) + £s y
«
The results obtained show that with the coils connected as
intended, that is, as shown in Fig, 9, the coefficient of couplin
is practically unity, but between the inner and outer sections
it drops to about 0.75.
Helwig found that the coefficient of coupling in f.B. coils
Ho s* l-> and 20 was 0.7o and 0.7 respectively.
J lie repeating coils were tested for talking efficiency both
in the electrical laboratory of the University of Minnesota and
on the tell lines of the Tri-State ."Telephone and 'Telegraph Com-
pany. They were tested both for intensity and quality, and
compared with W. £. 25-A as a standard (this coil was selected
on account of its universally acknowledged superiority over most
c .her coils). The circuits were so arranged that it was
possible to switch readily from one coil to another. The
laboraxcr^ tests showed that under perfect condition of operation
there was no detectable distortion in any case. .Vith a weak
60-cycle disturbance on the line, such as would result from a
slight ground on <X telephone line in the vicinity of power
lines, but not of sufficient magnitude to interfere seriously
with talking, the air-cored coil gave round and mellow tones
while -hose of the 25-A were harsh in comparison. Ilr.
Tallmadge, one of the Post Senior students who was helping on
the test_ remarked that in case of the air-cored coil the voice
sounded like that of a human while with the 25-A it sounded more
like a cheap phonograph. Lr. Robertson, who has had consider-
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able telephone experience, describee, the t dines with the 25-A
as mushy. In each case a variable hign resistance was in-
serted in the line to control the intensity of the signals.
In so far as Intensity was concerned the 25-A was slightly bet-
ter than the preliminary coil but no better than if as good as
the coil made according to the final design.
'.Then tested out on the toll lines the preliminary coil
change
showed no appreciable. in intensity but the quality was good.
Mr. Seymore, Chief Engineer of the Tr£-State Telephone and
Telegraph Company, in discussing the tests of this coil on their
toll lines, stated that in his opinion the coil was highly ef-
ficient •
IY C0ICIUSI0I8.
The possibilities of the air-cored coil are little ap-
preciated in connection with telephone practice.
High efficiencies at voice frequencies, may be obtained
without the use of a prohibitive amount of copper.
The cost of manufacture would usually be less for the air-
cored coil, because little hand work would be required.
The testing of non-ferric coils is possible at any avail-
able frequency and desired current for it in no way depends
upon the fortuitous magnetization of iron.
The theory and calculations are much simplified because
the resistance, inductance, and capacity are constant.
The coefficient of coupling is even better than in the
regular type of repeating coil.
The iron losses are eliminated.
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The electrical efficiency of a repeating coil is a matter
of small im^crtnnce compared with the necessity of reproducing
the true wave form. It is by this means and this alone that
it is possible to retain in their proper relation the overtones
upon which the ^uality of the voice depends. It is the over-
tones that give character to the voice; that enahles us to re-
cognize a friend at the distant end of a telephone line.
-ave distortion, due to the presence of iron in coils of
the usual type, is eliminated by the method herein proposed,
.hile this innovation may introduce new problems I feel confident
that it has in a measure solved some of the old ones. Con-
sidering all of the points it seems that the air-cored coil may
in time be more generally used.
I wish to express my indebtedness to j.rofessor Irooks
for first interesting me in the subject of inductance and main-
taining that interest by his stimulating suggestions and con-
structive criticism.
Thanks are also due Mr. Seymore for his generous
cooperation in this work.

